CANFIELD FAIR 4-H CLUB BOOTH SPACE REQUEST

CLUB NAME
____________________________________________________________________________

ADVISOR ______________________________________________

ADDRESS_______________________________________________

CIRCLE TYPE OF FLOOR PREFERRED:        SLOPING          LEVEL           NO PREFERENCE

NUMBER OF MEMBERS IN CLUB (Based on enrollment) ________________________________________

NEED ELECTRICAL OUTLET?  ________YES   _________NO

AMOUNT OF BACK WALL SPACE NEEDED FOR BOOTH:  _________ FEET

WILLING TO TAKE EXTRA SPACE IF AVAILABLE? _________YES  _________NO

CLUB WILL COMPETE IN SPECIAL BOOTH CATEGORY?

•  ______BEST 4-H PROMOTIONAL THEME

•  ______BEST SAFETY THEME

•  ______BEST CONSERVATION THEME

•  ______BEST HEALTH THEME

Please return to Mahoning County Extension Office by August 15
490 South Broad Street
Canfield, OH 44406